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1. Scope of Services  

The Information and Communications Technology and Smart Services Division (ICTSS) at Abu Dhabi 

Department of Education and Knowledge (ADEK) do sustain a low-risk appetite towards quality and therefor 

has set high quality standards to release systems and applications to the end users. Consequently, ADEK is 

looking for a skilled Service Provider specialised in Quality Assurance and Quality Control (Testing) services in 

aim to establishing an ICTSS Testing Managed Service engagement. 

1.1 Required Services  

1. Manual Testing 

2. Automation Testing  

3. Performance Testing 

4. Security Testing 

5. Testing changes of systems 

6. Quality Assurance  

In all aspects related to this RFP, bidder’s Innovative solutions are always welcomed by ADEK, including locating 
staff off/on-site and / or a mixed environment, provided that the stated services, service levels can meet/ 
exceed expectations. We are open to new models of doing business and that will be an added value considered 
along with the required response format as directed. 
  
Bidders should demonstrate their understanding and experience with all stated goals, critical success factors, 
services, service levels of this RFP. In your response, please refer to this specific RFP section numbers or 
paragraphs that your solution addresses to aid in the evaluation process. We encourage bidders’ address each 
of the following components in their responses. 
 

A. Experience and acknowledgment   
 

• Understanding, acceptance, and roles your organization would play in the goals and critical success factors 
stated in this RFP. 

• The reliability methodology, approach and / or process used to implement the services requested, 
including scheduled reporting requirements and tools employed. 

• A brief explanation of any exception and why to the stated requirements and content of this RFP. 
 
In addition to responding directly to the requests in this RFP, bidders are encouraged to propose alternatives 
that they believe are in the best interest of both parties, which may improve our technology environment (e.g., 
providing services from remote locations, alternative methods, toolsets, etc.) Please ensure to clearly identify 
any alternative approach that is not included in the proposal.  
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B. ICTSS Testing Managed Services Goals & Critical Success factors  

 
The below are the primary goals that we believe will be driving a successful testing managed service at ICTSS: 

 

• Continued Quality Assurance success 

As ADEK has low tolerance for risks; ADEK/ICTSS is targeting a goal of 100% accuracy of identifying any software 
bugs prior to production deployment as well as User Acceptance Testing.  

 

• Enhanced Quality Assurance Technologies 

Bidders should provide enhanced tools as needed in the areas of test management, test execution and logging, 
testing automation, system performance, reporting and monitoring.  

 

• Automation 

Bidders should include using state of the art automation of repetitive tasks such as regression testing to drive 
operating efficiencies and performance improvements. We expect the Service Provider to incorporate 
automation in all applicable testing types. 

 

• Skilled Application Testing Team 

Bidders should provide experienced bilingual (AR./Eng.) resources that have relevant service knowledge, 
skillset and provide significant input and innovation into the testing process. 

 

• Knowledge continuity  

In aim to provide a consistent high-end results’ delivery method; bidders shall consider sustaining 

project/system knowledge by maintaining project’s resources until project closure. 

• Leverage industry expertise 

o Bidders should provide a significant level of industry expertise. This expertise could include list all 

Quality Assurance certificates or accreditations, partnerships, proprietary tools, resource training 

processes, shared services centers of excellence, Software quality assurance leading practices, and 

knowledge databases. 

o Proof of success in applying similar engagements either globally or regionally with at least three 

references, disclosing the average of the achieved Defect Detection Percentage (DDP) in these 

engagements. 

 

• Minimize transition risk  
o Bidders should reduce as much as possible any risk of transition to the new service delivery model, 

this includes the loss of institutional knowledge and specific system knowledge.  
o Bidders shall bear in any cost or efforts that may result from any transitioning from/to other service 

provider or service delivery model.   
 
 

• Smart services distribution  

- While responding to this engagement requirements, bidders should consider smart 

allocation or reallocation models over the estimated number of man-days versus the scoped 

services in appendix (A). 

- Bidders shall acknowledge that ADEK will have the right to redistribute unutilised man-days 
between services, over the same year or to carry over the same to next year’s man-days 
repository.   

 

file:///C:/Users/ma19128/Desktop/QAF%20RFP%202023-2025/ADEK%20_ICTSS_QAF_RFP_Scope%20of%20Services_For%202023%20to%2025%20_%20V4_Draft.docx%23_Appendix_(A)
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C. Provisional services 

Bidders shall possess the ability to provide specific provisional services if requested, all bidders are encouraged 
to respond to the provisional services list in appendix (B). 

 

D. Optional services  

Having a comprehensive risk assessment is one of ADEK’s major practices to ensure the quality and security of 
services, bidders shall consider responding to the optional services appendix (D). 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/ma19128/Desktop/QAF%20RFP%202023-2025/ADEK%20_ICTSS_QAF_RFP_Scope%20of%20Services_For%202023%20to%2025%20_%20V4_Draft.docx%23_Appendix_(D)_-
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2. Scope Matrix  

This Scope Matrix contains specific scope requirements that defines the required services, which are or could 

be required during this engagement. 

This Scope Matrix does not include all tasks, deliverables, and accountabilities necessary for the intended 

Testing Managed Services scheme. Instead, it is expected to serve as the foundation that provides guidelines 

and better understanding for the bidder’s roles and responsibilities. It is assumed that Scope Matrix will evolve 

based on the bidder’s solution proposed and will be accepted before being incorporated into the final 

agreement for Services.  

Vendor is expected to present an approach, which will be followed to establish the Testing Managed Services 

engagement at ADEK/ICTSS. The approach should be supported with global best practices that suites agile 

project management practices such as but not limited to (Scrum, Kanban, PMI Agile.) Upon completion of this 

engagement establishment at ADEK/ICTSS; the following and not limited to highlighted artifacts below shall be 

in place: 

• ICTSS testing managed services approach 

• Enhanced ICTSS DevOps Framework (including tailored Agile testing methodology) 

• Policies, processes, and procedures – as required during the engagement  

• Templates and checklists – as required during the engagement 

• KPIs & SLAs  

• Interactive management dashboards and reports  

The bidder shall provide a narrative response that describes the bidder service delivery model or approach for 

the scope of services in accordance with the RFP response instructions. If a bidder cannot or do not have the 

capability or capacity to satisfy the requirement as part of their proposed solution, please indicate that the 

function is not included and the reasons why within this proposed approach. 

The following matrix will not be fully executed on every project as each project will define its required services 

as deemed necessary. In all means, bidders shall verify their capacity and capability to satisfy all the stated 

services. The services can be divided into three types based on their expected implementations to Primary, 

Extended, and Optional; defined as following:  

• Primary: Required service 

• Extended: Required service only if deemed mandatory to project requirements  

• Optional: Will be requested for specific projects only 
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No. Service  Item Requirements Type 

1 Manual Testing 1.1 Functional Testing Smoke  Primary 

System  Primary 

Integration Extended 

Error-Handling Primary 

Mobile Optional 

Regression Primary 

1.2 Non-Functional Testing Compatibility Extended 

Usability Optional 

Localization Optional 

Compliance  Extended 

2 Automation 
Testing 

2.1 Functional Testing  Automated 
Regression  

Primary 

3 Performance 
Testing 

3.1 Non-Functional Testing Performance 
Analysis  

Optional 

Load & Stress Optional 

4 Security Testing 4.1 Non-Functional Testing Vulnerability 
Assessment  

Optional 

Penetration Testing  Optional 

5 
Testing changes 
of systems 

 

5.1 Work closely with the ICTSS team to plan, test schedule, and 
implement the release of changes to the systems. Alignments may 
occur with ICTSS team or vendors/partners 

Pool of Items 1.1, 
1.2, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1 

Primary 

6 Quality 
Assurance 

6.1 Facilitate a continuous, proactive improvement of Quality 
Assurance Function’s products, frameworks, processes, and 
lessons learned analysis and action planning  

NA Extended 

6.2 Build and maintain a fresh version of Quality Assurance 
Function’s standard operating procedures (SOPs) 
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3. Appendices 

(A) Engagement Estimated Services’ Man-days 

Following are the estimated numbers of man-days per service’s scope required per annum noting that this will 

not limit the future services stack. 

No. Service Item Requirements Type 
Annual 

Estimated 
man-days 

Annual sum of estimated 
man-days 

(AED) 

1 Manual Testing 1.1 Functional Testing 
 

Smoke  Primary 1,350 AED 

System  Primary 

Integration Extended 

Error-Handling Primary 

Mobile Optional 

Regression Primary 

1.2 Non-Functional 
Testing 
 

Compatibility Extended 

Usability Optional 

Localization Optional 

Compliance  Extended 

2 Automation Testing 2.1 Functional Testing  
 

Automated 
Regression  

Primary 750 AED 

3 Performance Testing 3.1 Non-Functional 
Testing 
 

Performance 
Analysis  

Optional  

90 

AED 

Load & Stress Optional 

4 Security Testing 4.1 Non-Functional 
Testing 
 

Vulnerability 
Assessment  

Optional  

90 

AED 

Penetration 
Testing  

Optional 

5 
Testing changes of 
systems 

 

 

5.1 Work closely with 
the ICTSS team to plan, 
test schedule, and 
implement the release 
of changes to the 
systems. Alignments 
may occur with ICTSS 
team or 
vendors/partners 

Pool of Items 1.1, 
1.2, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1 

Primary Will be utilised from services No. 1, 2, 3 & 4 
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6 Quality Assurance 6.1 Facilitate a 
continuous, proactive 
improvement of 
Quality Assurance 
Function’s products, 
frameworks, processes, 
and lessons learned 
analysis and action 
planning  
 

N/A Extended 60 AED 

6.2 Build and maintain 
a fresh version of 
Quality Assurance 
Function’s standard 
operating procedures 
(SOPs) 
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(B) Provisional Roles 

Bidders are requested to fill the man-days rate cards in the following sheet’s provisional roles. Special matter 

experts shall match this engagement’s expectations of expertise.  

   

 

Provisional Roles.xlsx
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(C) Engagement KPIs & SLAs 

The following matrix will be used to measure the performance of this engagement; bidders are encouraged to acknowledge compliance it in their responses, this matrix is 

comprised from: 

• testing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), 

• engagements Service Level Agreement (SLAs) 

NO. KPI Description Unit SLA Planned 
Must 

Achieve 
Fail at Remedy Metrics 

1 Defects 
Identification 
Quality (DIQ) 

(The total number of valid 
defects found / The total 
number of valid defects found 
+ total number of invalid 
defects found) × 100 

% Defects 
identification 
effectiveness 

100% 95% <95% Failure to meet any of the 
KPIs/SLAs will result in 
applying a penalty of 5% of 
the contract monthly service 
payment for each 
issue/incident without 
exceeding 10% in total 
 

Service quality of the 
engagement  

2 Defects 
Detection 
Percentage (DDP) 
/ Defects 
Removal 
Efficiency (DRE) 

(Total number of defects 
reported pre-production / 
Total number of defects 
reported pre-production + 
Defects reported in 
production) × 100 

% Defects Detection 
effectiveness / 
Defects Removal 
Efficiency 

>=95% 90% <90% 

3 Projects 
adherence to 
testing 
framework  

(Total number of adhering 
projects / Total number of 
adhering projects + total 
number of non-adhering 
projects) × 100 

% Projects compliance 
with testing 
framework  

>=95% 90% <90% Governance 
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4 Critical defects 
reporting within 
4 business hours 
of detection 

(Total number of critical 
defects reported in more than 
4 business hours of detection 
/total number of critical 
defects reported) × 100 

 

% On time delivery as 
per defined time 
windows 

0% 0% >0% Performance in defects 
management of the 
engagement 

5 High defects 
reporting within 
eight business 
hours of 
detection 

(Total number of high defects 
reported in more than eight 
business hours of detection 
/total number of high defects 
reported) × 100 

% 0% 0% >0% 

6 Medium defects 
reporting within 
16 business hours 
of detection 

(Total number of medium 
defects reported in more than 
16 business hours of 
detection/total number of 
medium defects reported) × 
100 

% 0% 0% >0% 

7 Minor defects 
reporting within 
24 business hours 
of detection 

(Total number of minor 
defects reported in more than 
24 business hours of 
detection/total number of 
minor defects reported) × 100 

% 0% 0% >0% 
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(D) Technical Risk Assessment 

 
Optional Service Subject  Description 

Implementation Total Sum 
(AED) 

Technical risk assessment (Scope in 
Section 6.1) 

To perform a thorough assessment once a year to quantify 
the current technical security posture of ADEK’s 
environment, infrastructure as well as applications and 
report with recommendations or resolutions to enhance 
information security posture or/and gaps treatment.   

 
 

Required by bidders  
 

AED 

3.1 Required Scope 

To perform a thorough and in-depth assessment once a year (annual) and quantify the current technical 

security posture of ADEK’s environment, applications and provide the required recommendations. This can 

be accomplished by: 

• Not performing a scanner dependent audit 

• Covering the complete risk spectrum of modern-day cyber crime 

• Covering all risk sources which include 
o For external assessment 

- The risk associated with data leakage, social engineering 
- Zero-day threats 
- Immediate threat 

o For internal assessments 
- The risk associated with information that can be obtained and used maliciously by a 

rogue device 
- Zero-day threats 
- Immediate threat 

o For detailed web assessment 
- The risk associated with data leakage, social engineering 
- Zero-day threats 
- Immediate threat 

• Providing a clear remediation plan after the audit has been finalized 

• Providing advisory level recommendations rather than the typical specific recommendations 

• All the below should apply on the skills set of the auditors participating in the project: 

o The auditors must be programmers 
o Must have published at least one zero vulnerability (prov ide with CVE-ID) 
o Must have been active in reputable security events 
o Must be ethical hackers without any history of cybercrime 
o Must be specialized in all areas of this Project 
o Must have at least an OSCP certification 

• The auditor is required to perform an internal, external, and detailed web assessment and 

penetration testing.  
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3.1.1 External VA / PT 

The assessment will cover all externally exposed systems. In the event of detecting a web application in the 

external VA / PT, the bidder is required to perform an OWASP top 10 audit which is not merely scanner 

dependent. 

• Intelligence gathering 
o Footprinting 

- WHOIS Footprinting 
- DNS enumeration  

o Cross referencing 
- Using search engines 
- Archive search 
- Locations and webcams 
- Abuse of third-party websites  

o Network mapping 
- Discovery of live hosts 
- Gateway device enumeration  

• Enumeration 
o Firewall / IPS behavioural analysis 
o Service discovery 
o Banner grabbing 
o Shared host enumeration 
o Crawling and source code analysis 
o Management service enumeration  

• Immediate threat analysis 
o Verifying vulnerabilities detected by the automated scanner 
o Bruteforce attack  

• Post exploitation 
o OS command execution 
o Privilege escalation 
o Attacking the internal network 
o Backdoor installation 
o Webshell installation 
o Reverse shell 

3.1.2 Internal VA / PT 

The assessment will cover all internally exposed systems. In the event of detecting a web application in the 

external VA / PT, the bidder is required to perform an OWASP top 10 audit which is not merely scanner 

dependent. 

• Intelligence gathering 
o Foortprinting 
o Range discovery 

 

• Enumeration 
o System discovery 

- FTP 
- TELNET 
- SSH 
- SMTP 
- HTTP(s) 

o Database enumeration 
- MSSQL 
- MYSQL 

 
- Oracle 
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o Microsoft enumeration 
- NBNS 
- SMB 
- MS RPC 
- SNMP 

o Firewall / IPS behavioural analysis 
 

• Immediate threat analysis 
o Automated 

- Server range scan 
- Client range scan 

o Manual assessment 
- Hacking Microsoft infrastructure 
- Hacking Linux / Unix 
- Hacking networking devices 
- Service based hacking 
- MITM attacks 
- Buffer / heap overflow attacks 
- Logical exploitation 

 

• Post exploitation 
o Privilege escalation 
o Privilege impersonation 
o Endpoint protection (antivirus) post exploitation 

 

• WIFI assessment 
o WEP  
o WPA / WPA2 personal 
o WPA / WPA2 enterprise 

3.1.3 Detailed Web Assessment 

This assessment must be thorough and detailed toward the targeted web applications and must not be 

scanner dependent. Hence manual work is required. The assessment will cover all provided by ADEK/ICTSS 

web applications with all their subcomponents.  

Below is the outline of the assessment: 

• Database targeted attacks 

o SQL Injection  
- Blind  
- Direct  
- Delay based  

o XPATH Injection  
o LDAP Injection  

 

• Application targeted Attacks 

o Malicious file upload / Injection of webshells  
o Error generation  
o RFI  
o LFI  

 

• Browser Targeted Attacks 
o XSS  

- Reflected  
 

- Stored  
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- DOM  
- CSS  

o CSRF  
o Cross frame manipulation  
o Cross browser manipulation  
o ClickJacking  
o Exploitation of the browser's cache  

- Offline browsing  
- Cache snooping  

 

• Session Management and Identification Attacks 

o Session Fixation   
o Session hijacking  
o Session duplication  
o Validation of user's identification  
o Session value misuse  
o Management and handling of multiple logons  

 

• Exploitation of Application Logic 
o Test user authentication  
o Test multiple steps flows  
o Test for race conditions  
o Test password change/forgotten features  
o Test time-based logic  

3.1.4 Architectural & configuration Review 

The service must include all three sites SDC, DR and HQ: 

• Documentation (Review of customer documentation) 
o Physical Connectivity Diagram  
o Network Diagram 
o Flow Diagram 

 

• Internal Policy Compliance 
o Email Usage 
o Internet Access/Usage 
o Authentication and Accounting 
o Remote Access 

 

• Perimeter/Edge/DMZ Security 
o Configuration review of respective devices (focus on authentication, routing security, 

etc.) 
o Review of security rules, policies, and respective lists  
o Flow/Connectivity with rest of the network 
o Identifying and comparing implemented versus recommended technologies  

 

• DC Security 
o Configuration review of respective devices (focus on authentication, routing security, 

etc.) 
o Flow/Connectivity within the Data Centre zones and sections  
o Flow/Connectivity with rest of the network 
o Management access Flow/Connectivity review  
o Identifying and comparing implemented versus recommended technologies  

 
 
 

https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Session+Fixation
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• DR and SDC Security 
o Configuration review of respective devices (focus on authentication, routing security, 

etc.) 
o Flow/Connectivity with rest of the network 
o Identifying and comparing solutions implemented for user-associates risks  

 

• Remote Access (to the network only) 
o Secure Access architecture review  
o Client (Authentication, etc.) 
o VPN (SSL/IPSEC) 

- HIP (Sanity Check) 
- Encryption/Algorithm 
- Split-tunnelling 
- Client version 

o Evaluate the flow to the VPN device(s) 
 

• Configuration Review 
o Configuration review of the security devices (as per industries best-practices) 

- Logging  
- Sanity check 
- Routing Configuration 
- NAT Configuration 
- QoS 
- High Availability 
- User profiles and permission  
- Administrative access  
- Security policies  

 

• Configuration Review of systems 
o Operating Systems (Windows, UNIX) 
o Application-based Services (Databases, Web Server) 

 

• Application Access Security 
o Internal (WAF) 
o External (WAF) 
o Network (DNS, DHCP, Radius/Tacacs, NTP) 
o OS / Service-Specific assessment  

• Sample infrastructure component from each of the different layer of ADEK infrastructure must be 
covered in the configuration review. 

3.1.5 WIFI Assessment 

The assessment will cover all types of access points such as WEP, WPA/WPA2 personal and enterprise  

• WLAN discovery  

• WLAN cracking  
o WEP Cracking  
o WPA/WPA2-PSK Cracking  
o WPA/WPA2 enterprise cracking  

• GUEST WIFI analysis  

• Wireless Client-Side attacks  

• Wireless Infrastructure Targeted attacks  
o De-authentication DoS attacks  

 
o Evil Twin /access point MAC spoofing  

• Post Exploitation  

• Advanced attacks  

https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#WLAN_discovery
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#WLAN_cracking
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#WEP_Cracking
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#WPA_WPA2-PSK_Cracking
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#WPA_WPA2_enterprise_cracking
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#GUEST_WIFI_analysis
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Wireless_Client_Side_attacks
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Wireless_Infrastructure_Targeted_attacks
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Deauth_DoS_attacks
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Evil_Twin_access_point_MAC_spoofing
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Post_Exploitation
https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#Advanced_attacks
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o MITM attacks  

3.1.6 Social Engineering and Exploitation 

The bidder should target at least a minimum of 50 ADEK users for this exercise. The objective is to 

• Gathering information (and) 

• Compromising the environment 

The goal of gathering information is to gather details that should not be leaked outside of the environment. 

As per to compromising the environment, the auditor will perform social engineering to trick an internal user 

into running a Trojan where they would compromise the network. The Trojan that will be used must be 

developed by the bidder, in other words the bidder must own the source code and must not use a 

downloaded Trojan or one that is developed by an external party. 

Below are the different methods for performing those tasks: 

• Social engineering over the phone, Physical social engineering, Rogue WIFI social engineering, 
social engineering through email 

• Social engineering in combination of exploiting a known vulnerability 

• Social engineering through a compromised account 

• Social engineering through spoofed calls 

• Social engineering through fake WIFI 

3.1.7 Number & Details of Targets to be covered in the Scope 

ADEK infrastructure has been evolving over years and currently has multiple ends and locations. It is 

managed by several models that might include “Managed-service Infrastructure Model”. Below is an 

estimated number of the targets that are in scope, any other targets that get detected as part of the 

assessment should also be covered. Moreover, discovered workstations are all in the scope. 

* In exceptional case(s) ADEK might require same assessment [or as applicable] to be performed away of 

ADEK’s business network (ADEK HQ) that may require one to three schools at maximum. 

3.1.8 External assessment – ADEK Main Network 

The number of functional IP addresses to be covered in the scope is – All ADEK’s Public IP Addresses (100+)  

3.1.9 Internal Assessment and Targets for scope - ADEK Main Network 

Numbers provided in below table are close to the actual figures however this might have some variations or 

updates till the execution of this task, hence there could be more targets discovered during the initial scope 

assessment which the vendor must include. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wiki.helpag.com/tiki-index.php?page=Wireless+PT+Checklist#MITM_attacks
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 Source of audit Number of Targets 

Servers (including 

Virtual servers) 
Internal 

Virtual servers, 250 (Windows servers), 210 Linux (Linux Red Hat, Linux SUSE Enterprise, Centos 

Customized Linux, Linux Appliance), Physical Servers 41 (29 SDC ,12 DR) – Estimated total is close to 

~500 + 

VOIP Internal 

SDC: 2 x Cisco UCS servers and 10 IP Telephony appliances that holds various components of IPT set of 

ADEK 

HQ: 2 x Gateway Routers, 1000+ IP Phones & Soft Clients (Jabber etc...)  

WIFI Internal HQ: 2 x Virtual WLAN Controllers, 120 Wireless Access-Points-  

Network (total 

estimate number of 

switches, firewalls, IDS 

or IPS and routers) 

Internal 

SDC: 2 x Core Switches, 2 x Palo Alto Next Generation Firewall, 2 x Infoblox DNS Firewall along with 1 

x Infoblox DNS Reporting, 2 x F5 [ADEK] Application delivery controller with [Application Publisher –, 

Reverse Proxy, Web  Application Firewall – LTM/WAF/ASM/APM, DC Firewall etc., 2 x F5 [ADEK] 

Application delivery controller with [Application Publisher –, Reverse Proxy - LTM/ASM/APM. etc., 2 x 

Access Control Server, AAA for all 1,000+ Devices, Port Security, Dot1x], 2 x Switches for DMZ Access 

Layer, 2 x switches WAN Gateway Access Layer, 2 x Switches for Management Access, 2 Routers - 

Managed Services by Etisalat / ADNET, 2 x Routers - Managed Services by Etisalat (MSS/CNOC) for 

Schools Strategic Cloud 

HQ: 2 x Core Switches, 2 x Palo Alto Next Generation firewall, 50+ x switches for Network Access Layer 

(IDF’s in 7 Floors – Ground till Roof), 2 x WAN Router - Managed Services by Etisalat (MSS/CNOC)  

DR:  1 x Core Switch for DC, 1 x Switch for DMZ), 1 x f5 Load-Balancer [Application publisher, Reverse 

Proxy], 1x Palo Alto Firewall (1 acting as Edge Firewall), x Router - Managed Services by Etisalat / 

ADNET, 1 x Router - Managed Services by Etisalat (MSS/CNOC) for Schools Strategic Cloud, 

No. of applications for 
performing a detailed 

Web Assessment 

(Internal or 
External) 

All ADEK Active Applications 

Random no. sample 
users that need to be 

targeted for Technically 
aided social 

engineering hacks 
through Trojan virus. 

(Internal or 
External) 

As test model requires  

 
(E) Evaluation Criteria 

The Bidders will be evaluated considering the following points: 

- Proof of experience of recent/active three successful managed services engagements weather 

globally or locally 

- The company’s background from client’s endorsements, field partnerships and certification 

standpoint 

- Fully compliant requirements as outlined in this RFP 

- The bidder’s subject matter expert profiles 
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- The bidder's proposal against the proposed KPIs/SLAs 

- Portfolio of the bidder, assessing if there could be any future scope expansion also potential 

risks if the bidder has / has not sufficient resource pool to cope with potential fluctuations 

 


